RN4081 Cartomizer Kit Instructions

The instruction book included in the RN4081 kits has not been updated for cartomizer use.
Charging information is the same but the information about atomizers and cartridges is
different. A cartomizer is a cartridge and atomizer built in one unit. This makes your ecigarette a two piece unit and easier to use. After charging the battery and filling a cartomizer
screw it on the charged battery, take a puff and enjoy. Each cartomizer should give you about
150-200 puffs. Cartomizers can be refilled with e-liquid about 10-15 times before they burn out
or are hard to draw thru. Refill instructions are below.

Proper Refilling of Cartomizers
1: Remove the white cap at end of Cartomizer, remove the washer (some cartomizers do not have the
washer) inside of Cartomizer.
2: , hold the cartomizer at a slight angle so you don’t get fluid in the center hole and put in about eight
drops of e-liquid while turning the cartomizer to get liquid around the batting evenly.
3: Set the cartomizer down standing up on the threaded end and leave it sit for at least twenty minutes
to allow the liquid to soak in.
4: Repeat step 2 with another eight drops.
5: Replace the washer with bevel side down and replace the white end cap. It is best at this point to
stand the Cartomizer up on the threaded end for at least an hour or two before using again to allow the
liquid to fully soak in. Before installing a refilled cartomizer on a battery make sure there is no liquid
leaking from the threaded end. This can damage a battery or switch.
We recommend filling three or more at a time then install the seals to have a supply of filled
cartomizers on hand.
Although there are many ways shown on UTUBE to refill cartomizers we feel this method has less waste
and less cleanup.

